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uccessful establishment of left-right
asymmetry is crucial to healthy vertebrate development. In many species this
process is initiated in a ciliated, enclosed
cavity, for example Kupffer’s vesicle (KV)
in zebrafish. The microarchitecture of
KV is more complex than that present in
the left-right organizer of many other
species. While swirling flow in KV is recognized as essential for left-right patterning, its generation, nature and conversion
to asymmetric gene expression are only
beginning to be fully understood. We
recently [Sampaio, P et al. Dev Cell
29:716–728] combined imaging, genetics and fluid dynamics simulation to
characterize normal and perturbed ciliary
activity, and their correlation to asymmetric charon expression and embryonic
organ fate. Randomness in cilia number
and length have major implications for
robust flow generation; even a modest
change in mean cilia length has a major
effect on flow speed to due to nonlinear
scaling arising from fluid mechanics.
Wildtype, and mutant embryos with normal liver laterality, exhibit stronger flow
on the left prior to asymmetric inhibition
of charon. Our discovery of immotile
cilia, taken with data on morphant
embryos with very few cilia, further support the role of mechanosensing in initiating and/or enhancing flow conversion
into gene expression.

Background
Left-right symmetry breaking occurs in
development after the establishment of
the anterior-posterior and dorsal-vental
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axes. Situs solitus, the normal placement
of left heart and (in zebrafish, but not
human) left liver, results from the leftright axis breaking in a consistent way.
The importance of cilia-driven flow in
a transient organizing structure in this
consistent breaking of left-right symmetry
was first discovered in mouse,1,2 and subsequently in the zebrafish.3 In mouse, the
organizing structure is the node, a fluidfilled cavity on the ventral side of the
embryo, appearing at around embryonic
day 8 (e.7.75). The architecture of the
mouse node is relatively simple—a flatfloored pit-like depression with a flat epithelium, that expresses whirling cilia.
These cilia are tilted toward the alreadyexisting posterior axis, and the combination of tilt, and preferred whirling chirality, clockwise when viewed tip-to-base,
produces a leftward flow, as first predicted
by Cartwright et al.4 and subsequently
observed experimentally.5-7
The viscous fluid mechanics underlying flow generation by tilted whirling cilia
were discussed by Nonaka et al.5 and Brokaw,8 and explored through models and
simulation by Smith et al.9 and Cartwright et al.10 The microscopic size of the
cilia entails that the fluid flow regime has
a very low Reynolds number, so that viscous effects dominate inertia. The flow
regime of a whirling cilium is therefore
more akin to slow motion through a thick
oil or syrup than the turbulent mixing of
soup in a blender. Indeed this dynamic
similarity was modeled experimentally5
through tracking glitter transport in silicone oil driven by tilted slowly-rotating
wires.
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The motion of the cilium can be considered as consisting of 2 phases, leftward
and rightward. The chirality of the beat,
combined with the posterior tilt, means
that the cilium is farther from the epithelial surface during the leftward phase than
the rightward phase. Viscous drag due to
the surface is greater during the rightward
motion than leftward, resulting in an overall leftward motion above the cilia tips.
Perhaps counterintuitively, a particle
suspended in the flow is not simply
‘streamed’ to the left, but rather undergoes
a ‘loopy drift’. In what follows, ‘leftward
flow’ should be interpreted as an overall
leftward loopy drift of particles rather
than a steady streaming of fluid. Other
more complex features of particle motion
in nodal flow include trapping-and-release
of particles close to the epithelium,2,9 and
the transition from rotational to directional flow moving from near to far
field.11,12 Leftward transport in and near
the ciliated surface is balanced by rightward transport in the upper region of the
node, resulting from the sealing of the cavity by Reichert’s membrane, and consequent mass-conserving counterflow.4
The architecture of Kupffer’s vesicle
(KV) of zebrafish is somewhat more complex, and involves the interplay of several
mechanisms. Our recent study13 combined genetic manipulation, imaging and
simulation to probe how the arrangement
and motility of cilia generates flow, and
what features of the flow are associated
with situs solitus. Before discussing our
new data, we briefly review prior knowledge of the microstructure of KV and its
symmetry-breaking flow.
KV is an ellipsoidal fluid-filled cavity
that appears around 12 hours post fertilization in the zebrafish embryo (Fig. 1A,
B). Unlike the mammalian node, KV is
enclosed by curved ciliated epithelial surfaces on all sides (Fig. 1C–E) rather than
having the relatively flat epithelium of
mouse and overlying Reichert’s membrane. Moreover, the flow structure is less
easily characterized as a simple ‘leftward’
flow, as revealed by Kreiling et al.14 and
Supatto et al.11 instead involving a swirling motion when visualised in the coronal
midplane (Fig. 1F, G). Nevertheless, cilia
do appear to perform a tilted rotational
motion, as in the mouse embryo
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(Fig. 1H), the hydrodynamic interaction
associated with the tilt producing flow.
Instead of the ciliated nodal floor and
overlying membrane, KV can be considered as consisting of a dorsal roof, ventral
floor, and in addition an ‘equatorial’
region in between (Fig. 1I–K). Our study
focused on imaging flow in the coronal
midplane equidistant from dorsal roof
and ventral floor. Previously, studies
showed11,14,15 a ‘swirling’ flow in the anticlockwise direction when viewed from
dorsal, with higher fluid velocity at the
anterior end, visualized in our work by
tracking native KV particles.
Interpreting how whirling cilia motion
produces the observed swirling flow in the
midplane is more complex than interpreting leftward flow in the mouse. Simulation16 provides a tool to explore the
consequences of theoretical models. Both
the dorsal roof and ventral floor are
ciliated: if cilia were equally distributed on
the roof and floor, the ‘mirror image’
motions would cancel out in the midplane. Several studies11,14,15 have confirmed cilia are denser on the dorsal roof
than the ventral floor, and denser at the
anterior end of the dorsal roof in particular (Fig. 1E, I); this clustering occurs due
to KV cell shape remodelling involving
the Rock2b-Myosin II pathway.17 Kreiling et al.14 also reported posterior tilt of
these cilia. Simulations have shown16 how
tilted whirling cilia, which generate locally
a dominant flow at right angles to the tilt
direction (Fig. 1H), arranged in an dorsal
roof-anterior clustering, act together to
produce an overall swirling flow in the
midplane. We can consider the dorsal
roof-anterior (DA), and also the ventral
floor-posterior (VP) regions as effective, in
the sense that they positively contribute to
the chiral swirl. By contrast, the dorsal
roof-posterior (DP) and ventral flooranterior (VA) regions are reversing, in
the sense that they oppose the chiral
swirl. Under this model, effective flow
is produced due to the DA and VP cilia
outnumbering the DP and VA cilia
(Figs. 1I, K).
Another effect crucial in generating
flow was reported by Supatto et al.:11 dorsal tilt, in particular in equatorially-located
cilia (Fig. 1J). In this region, all cilia contribute to the swirling flow, so we denote
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dorsally-tilted equatorial cilia as also being
effective. Though dorsal-only tilt has been
shown via simulation16 to be sufficient to
generate swirling midplane flow, clustering of posterior-tilted cilia in the DA
region augments the strength of this flow,
suggesting a role for both types of tilt in
zebrafish KV. An interesting finding from
formulating a geometric model is that at
the dorsal-anterior region, posterior tilt
and dorsal tilt directions are similar, and
may be difficult to distinguish
experimentally.
Cilia numbers in the mouse node are
200–300 in wildtype,18 however as few as
2 cilia are capable of breaking left-right
symmetry.19 Therefore we asked the question, how many cilia are sufficient to generate a flow field capable of generating
situs solitus? As opposed to the highly
robust mammalian system, even wildtype
KVs fail to achieve situs solitus in around
10% of cases. Moreover, cilia numbers,
length and location show considerable variability, and the distribution of cilia is relatively sparse. To examine and quantify the
effect of this heterogeneity, we explored a
combined approach involving genetic
manipulation, imaging, and theoretical
modeling involving both statistical sampling and fluid mechanics simulation.
First we discuss the statistical aspects of
our data on KV architecture.
Unexpected heterogeneity of the KV
cilia population
Previous work20 has shown that zebrafish KV cilia in wildtype vary in length,
with most being 3–5 mm in length, with
counts of around 50–60 cilia.21 In our
recent study using a larger sample of
27 WT embryos (639 cilia in total) we
noticed that the range of cilia length (measured in 3D) and cilia numbers were surprisingly large, being 2–9 mm (mode
4.5 mm) and 10–75 cilia (mode 30 cilia).
We also measured motility and cilia beat
frequency, and found that while approximately 60% exhibited a relatively simple
beat characterized by a single Fourier
mode, around one fifth were immotile,
the remaining fifth appeared to perform a
more complex motion, with 2 frequency
peaks. We referred to the latter as
‘wobbling’ cilia, and suggest that oscillation in the cone angle may be responsible
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Figure 1. Kupffer’s vesicle and cilia population, and the generation of swirling ﬂuid ﬂow. (A) Location of the KV (highlighted with a square) in a zebraﬁsh
embryo at 14 hours post fertilization. (B) Image of KV in a live embryo—‘left’ is to the left and anterior to the top unless stated, with (C) showing a background-subtracted image of a KV cilium. (D) Fluorescence image at 14 hpf with both cilia and cells labeled with GFP. Immotile cilia appear sharp (indicated with an arrow), whereas motile cilia appear as cones due to motion blur (indicated with an arrowhead). (E) Immunoﬂuorescence staining to
indicate anterior cilia clustering in a wildtype embryo. (F) Representative particle ﬂow map in wildtype, with color sequence being used to indicate the
progression of time. (G) Image of a full ciliated wildtype mesh with computed swirling midplane ﬂow proﬁle from simulation. (H) Image from a computational mesh of a model cilium, indicating the tilt and rotational trajectory. The larger arrow indicates the greater ﬂow produced by the upper portion of
the stroke than the lower portion, perpendicular to the tilt direction. (I, J, K) schematics of the effective (green), neutral (blue) and reversing (red) regions
of KV, looking at (I) the interior surface of the dorsal roof, (J) the equatorial region, (K) the interior side of the ventral ﬂoor. Arrow lengths indicate relative
ﬂow speeds associated with cilia density. (A–H) reprinted from ref.13 with kind permission, copyright 2014 Elsevier.

for producing this additional peak. The
immotile cilia may be dynamically significant for 2 reasons: first, they do not contribute to flow, so in phenotypes with few
cilia ‘to spare’, the loss of an additional
fifth may result in a critical reduction in
flow. It is therefore essential to distinguish
total and motile cilia when characterizing
a phenotype by cilia number. Second, the
immotile cilia may, as is believed in other
species,18,22 act to sense the flow mechanically. Further evidence for this idea was
revealed by gene expression data; first
however we will review the implications of
this randomness for flow generation.

www.landesbioscience.com

The numbers game: how randomness
influences development
An existing fluid dynamical model16
resolved at the scale of single cilia was
adapted to allow for random placement of
immotile cilia, random cilia lengths and
frequencies according to our data. Five
simulations were performed for model
WT embryos with each of 25, 37, 48 and
60 cilia and dld-/- mutant embryos with
15, 22, 29 and 36 cilia (40 simulations in
total) to examine how the flow fields
within KV with different cilium numbers
are affected by the observed variations.
Cilia were randomly placed on the inner
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surface of KV using the cilium density distributions previously reported14,20 of 38%
in the dorsal-anterior corner, 25% in the
dorsal central-region, 17% in the dorsalposterior corner and the remaining 20%
on the dorsal floor. Frequencies, lengths
and motility were then randomly assigned
to these cilia by sampling from distributions fitting our experimental data—for
example the gamma distributions for cilia
length in Figure 2G. The effect of randomness, especially immotility, is proportionally greater in embryos with fewer
cilia than with more cilia. Fluid dynamic
simulations showed progressively clearer
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dominance of both the anterior and leftsided flow velocities with higher cilia
numbers in both WT and dld-/-.
Fully resolved fluid dynamics simulations give insight into the flow within KV,

but each simulated KV requires several
hours of CPU time for the computation
to complete. A simpler approach to gain
insight into the effect of cilia numbers
which we will use in this commentary can

be gained by creating a coarse-grained statistical model to examine the natural variation in the placement of motile and
immotile cilia for vesicles as a function of
the total number of cilia. Figure 2A–E

Figure 2. Statistical effects of modiﬁcations to cilia numbers and lengths in wildtype and mutants, calculated from the models in ref.13. (A, B, C, D, E) statistical sampling results for a total of 5000 randomly-generated ‘virtual KVs’ with respective populations of 15, 20, 25, 30, and 35 cilia, showing numbers
of cilia in each region (color coded to match Fig. 1). (F) the excess effective motile cilia able to contribute to the swirl (green minus red) for each population size. (G) gamma distributions of cilia length for wildtype and dld-/- mutant ﬁtted to experimental data, (H) corresponding probability density functions for (length) 3 in wildtype and dld-/- mutant, as an indication of the volume ﬂow rate produced by each tilted whirling cilium.12
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show the outcome of sampling 1000 virtual KV for each of 15, 20, 25, 30, and 35
cilia from the statistical model used by
Sampaio et al.13 showing the distributions
of cilia in each region described above
(green denoting effective and red reversing
regions), with the excess effective cilia for
each number being shown in Figure 2F.
For KVs possessing the wildtype mode of
30 cilia, the 10th percentile for excess
motile cilia is 6. Recalling that 90% of
WT KVs achieve situs solitus suggests that
normal swirling flow and resulting situs
solitus is produced by relatively few excess
effective cilia.
From monitoring embryo fates we
know that approximately 60% of dld-/mutants achieve situs solitus.20 This
reduction is in part due to the reduction
in motile cilia numbers in the dld-/-mutant: the modal cilia number is 15, and
half of the 15-cilia KVs sampled had 5 or
fewer excess motile cilia. Another effect is

perhaps even more important in impairing
the organizing flow in dld-/- mutants: fluid
dynamical analysis of whirling cilia12 suggests a cubic dependence of cilia-driven
transport on cilia length. The effect of this
nonlinear dependence is evident in both
simulations and observations of the short
cilia dld-/- mutant;20 we therefore consider
the effect over the length distributions we
fitted to WT and dld-/-data in figure 2G.
While the WT and dld-/- length probability density functions have relatively similar
means (4.04 mm and 3.49 mm respectively), the probability density functions
for (length)3 have a pronounced difference
in means (96.3 mm3 and 64.3 mm3
respectively) in addition to a clearly
greater spread (Fig. 2H). Taking the
above together, we therefore see that the
dld-/- mutant therefore experiences a
‘double-hit’ of both a smaller excess of
effective cilia, and an average of one third
less flow produced by each cilium; the

outcome is that situs solitus only occurs in
60% of embryos. Nevertheless, WT
embryos do not achieve near-perfect situs
when considered collectively; rather in
most cases (90%) WT produces sufficiently many cilia to tip the balance in
favor of situs solitus. An interesting additional consequence of this nonlinear
dependence is that longer cilia have a disproportionately large influence on the
flow wherever they occur, further amplifying the effect of length heterogeneity on
flow. We now turn to discuss perhaps the
most vital aspect of this system, the link
between flow and asymmetric gene
expression.

Left-right asymmetry of flow speed
and the connection between heart and
gut situs
Building on the established finding
that anterior-posterior asymmetry in the

Figure 3. Flow speed characteristics and gene expression. Example wildtype KV with faster ﬂow on the left shown as (A) heat map and (B) boxplot (asterisk denotes P < 0.05). Expression of charon (C) is clearly suppressed on the left side. Example dnah7-MO with nearly absent ﬂow is shown as (D) heat map
and (E) boxplot. Expression of charon (F) is approximately symmetric. Reprinted from ref.13 with kind permission, copyright 2014 Elsevier.
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flow speed is important to situs solitus, we
found that flow velocity is also left-right
asymmetric prior to asymmetric charon
expression (Fig. 3A–C), an effect that was
also reproduced by many simulations, particularly those with greater than 30 cilia.
Tracking experiments with native KV particles showed that flow on the left of KV
was significantly larger than on the right
in WT, and also in the dld-/- mutants
which eventually showed left livers. Heterotaxic dld-/- embryos with left heart and
right liver showed the expected anteriorposterior, but not left-right flow asymmetry. Finally, heterotaxic dld-/- embryos
with central guts showed no significant
differences either anterior-posterior or
left-right. These findings suggest a sequential process: faster anterior flow initiates
left-right asymmetry, resulting in a left
heart, and potentially left-right asymmetric cilia activity, resulting in left-right
asymmetric flow, charon inhibition on the
left, and finally left liver.
dnah7 morphants with very few motile
cilia typically exhibited very weak flow and
symmetric charon expression (Fig. 3D–F).
However, 5 out of 6 embryos with a very
small number of motile cilia clustered
together on either the left or the right
exhibited lack of charon expression concordant with cilia location. This experiment
highlighted the important role of local
flow in a very low background flow scenario, and recapitulates the recent discovery that 2 cilia are enough to break
symmetry into situs solitus.19 We must
however add the following qualification: 2
cilia can cause asymmetric gene expression,
but only if they are in the correct location.

Conclusions
Through a combination of imaging,
genetics and modeling, we found that KV
is more of a biasing than robust organizer,
achieving normal situs most of the time,
despite wide natural variation of total
numbers and lengths of flow-generating
cilia and associated variability in the flow
fields. In KV with fewer than approximately 30 cilia, random variations in ciliation patterns and lengths may result in
insufficient dominance of the anterior
flow, and hence heterotaxia or situs
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inversus. The modal value of 30 cilia
observed in WT provides a strong enough
balance of effective to reversing cilia for
situs solitus to occur in the majority of
embryos; the balance in favor of effective
cilia may however be an excess number of
just 6. Cilium length is also very important in the physics of flow generation; a
modest reduction in the dld-/-mutant
results in a pronounced reduction in flow
via a cubic scaling law. We observed a
broad range of flow velocities experimentally, a behavior also reproduced in our
simulations; this heterogeneous flow is
just consistent enough to ensure correct
left-right organization in the majority of
embryos, motivating our use of the term
‘organized chaos’.
Virtual KV produced through statistical sampling, and associated fluid mechanics simulation, aided with quantifying the
range of flows that may exist in nature
without exhaustive experimentation; this
approach also required us to make quantitative our conceptual understanding of
KV architecture, and in turn enabled the
consequences of these models to be verified against data. An unexpected finding
of the fluid mechanics model was that
left-dominant flow can occur from a symmetric specification of cilia. Simplified
approaches, perhaps in the spirit of the
rotlet array of Cartwright et al.4 may provide insight into how this phenomenon
arises in the more complicated setting of
the zebrafish organizer.
An important insight from our work
with heterotaxic embryos was the notion
of sequential flow events. For situs solitus,
the anterior flow is a prerequisite, followed
by faster left-sided flow and charon
mRNA degradation. By noticing that
dld-/- embryos had anterior faster flow but
lacked left-biased flow, we have uncoupled
the biophysical events that lead to the disconnection of heart and gut situs. Heterotaxia may be more complex to explain in
mammals; we however hope that this
study will aid the design of future fish and
mammal nodal flow experiments and their
interpretation.
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